
Even the director is jealous 
of Shion riding a bike

with a girl.

By the way, did you noticed 
something interesting in 

this picture below?

Shion became a 
handsome young guy who 
is cool, smart and wild 
through his fights with Kai 
and Miwa.

Episode 7: Shion’s Awakening
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He is now 
entrusted with 
Kai’s jacket and 
we can look 
forward to 
more of him in 
the future!
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Watch the latest episodes online now!

DAISUKI: http://www.daisuki.net/
Crunchyroll: http://www.crunchyroll.com/

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/CARDFIGHTVanguard

Episode 7: Shion’s Awakening
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The power-up G Unit of “Chronoscommand Dragon”.

When this card is placed on the vanguard circle, send ALL 
your opponent’s and your rear-guards to the bottom of the 
deck. If you have a face-up “Chronoscommand Dragon” in 
the G zone, you can have up to 2 rear-guards remain on 
your field.

Stride “Chronoscommand Dragon” first, then stride 
“Revolution” next!

January 8, 2016
On Sale!

Images are of products under development. 
Actual products may vary from the images shown.

Interdimensional Dragon, 
Chronoscommand Revolution
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2月19日(金）発売
トライアルデッキ

When your G unit strides, you can Counter-Blast 
1 to call a unit from the drop zone and give it 
+2000 power!

With its’ GB2 ability, once per turn, you can 
return a rear-guard that was placed into the drop 
zone to the rear-guard circle!

Images are of products under development. 
Actual products may vary from the images shown.

Vampire Princess of Night Fog, Nightrose

[AUTO](VC)[1/Turn][Generation Break 2](This 
ability is active if you have two or more face up G 
units in total on your (VC) or G zone):[Put three 
cards from the top of your deck into your drop 
zone] When your rear-guard is put into your drop 
zone, you may pay the cost. If you do, you may 
call that card to (RC).
[AUTO](VC):[[Counter-Blast 1]] During your turn, 
when your G unit [Stride], you may pay the cost. 
If you do, choose up to one card from your drop 
zone, call it to (RC), and that unit gets [Power] 
+2000 until end of turn.
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2月19日(金）発売
ブースターパック

You can Stride by discarding a single copy of this 
card!
You can also search for “Nightrose” in your deck 
when it is being called as a rear guard.

Tommy the Ghostie Brothers

Images are of products under development. 
Actual products may vary from the images shown.

[AUTO]:[Choose a grade 3 card from your 
hand, and reveal it] When this unit is placed 
on (RC) from hand, you may pay the cost. If 
you do, search your deck for up to one 
grade 3 card with "Nightrose" in its card 
name, reveal it to your opponent, put it into 
your hand, shuffle your deck, choose a card 
from your hand, and discard it.
[CONT]{Hand}:While you are paying the 
cost for [Stride], this card gets grade +2.
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The power-up G Unit of “Nociel”.

At the end of battle, choose 2 of your rear-guards and put 
them into your damage zone to activate the ability!
If there is a “Nociel” in the heart, choose 2 cards from the 
damage zone and call them to the rear-guard circle! 
Additionally, if you called a “Nociel”, that unit gets +5000 
power!

There are 3 types of “Nociel” released so far and they are 
Grade 0, 1 and 2. 
Grade 3 of “Nociel” will be featured in Fighters Collection 
2015 Winter. Don’t forget to check it out!!

January 8, 2016
On Sale!

Images are of products under development. 
Actual products may vary from the images shown.

Holy Seraph, Nociel



Look forward to next week’s episode too!

Cardfight!! Vanguard G
GIRS Crisis

Episode 8: A Place of Chance Meetings


